Abstract-We study selective digital relaying schemes where the relay may choose to retransmit or to remain silent based on the qualities of the links between the source, relay and the destination. We first analyze a baseline scheme, called static relaying, where the relaying decisions are based only on the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values of all the links. The second scheme, dynamic relaying, allows the relay to make decisions based on the instantaneous SNR of the source-relay link and average SNRs of the relay-destination and source-destination links. We show that, in dynamic relaying the optimal strategy to minimize the average end-to-end bit error rate is a threshold rule on the instantaneous SNR of the source-relay channel. In this case, the optimal threshold value is a function of average SNR of relay-destination and source-destination channels. We derive closed-form expressions for the optimal threshold and the bit error performance achieved by this threshold. We show that dynamic relaying can provide significant performance advantage over static relaying.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that cooperation can increase reliability in wireless networks. Several protocols where users act as relays for each other are proposed in [1] and [2] . Diversity obtained this way is usually referred to as cooperative diversity. Depending on the signal processing performed by the relay, relaying schemes can be classified as analog or digital. In analog relaying the relay terminal amplifies the received signal and then retransmits. One disadvantage of analog relaying is the increased noise and interference. In digital relaying, the relay detects and possibly decodes the source signal and then regenerates and retransmits it, requiring more processing compared to analog relaying. The focus of this work is on digital cooperative relaying.
Cooperative relaying makes use of independent fading at source-destination and relay-destination channels. The destination is required to combine signals from different channels. In digital relaying, if the relay detection is correct, the destination receives the signal through two branches and obtains diversity. However, if the relay has a detection error, the effective SNR at the destination after combining is reduced significantly. This phenomenon is called error propagation.
------------------------------
The error propagation limits the performance of the basic digital relaying protocol. One way of reducing error propagation is by using embedded error detection codes such that once an error is detected at the relay, the relay remains silent. While this idea is very effective in minimizing error propagation, it requires the relay to perform channel estimation, demodulation and then error detection for each data block before making a forwarding decision. These operations cause additional delay of the data even if the relay eventually decides not to transmit. Moreover, the relay node must be in either transmit or receive mode continuously during the data transfer. In wireless terminals, the amount of power consumed for receiving is negligible in comparison to the transmit power. However, the power required for receiving is significant in very low power devices such as sensor nodes.
A simpler way of reducing error propagation is to make forwarding decisions based on the received SNR at the relay. If the received SNR is low, the data is likely to have errors. Then, a relay node can go to "sleep mode" for durations in the scale of the coherence time of the channels between the relay and its neighbors.
The apparent trade-off between creating the required diversity branches to the destination and minimizing the risk of error propagation has motivated research on thresholdbased relaying ( [3] - [5] ). The choice of the threshold has considerable impact on the end-to-end (e2e) performance of the cooperative diversity schemes. For instance, consider a relay detection threshold value of zero. This is akin to basic fixed digital relaying. It is known that the error propagation limits the diversity gain and the diversity order of such a single cooperation relay network is limited to one [1] . On the other hand, for a very high value of threshold setting, the system degenerates to one path channel, which is the source to destination channel and the dual diversity is not realized.
In [3] , the authors use a SNR threshold to determine if the source-relay channel is reliable and propose a heuristic formula to calculate the value of this threshold. The work in [4] studies the performance of threshold relaying in a multiantenna multi-relay architecture and shows the importance of the threshold especially when the relay has a small number of antennas. Both [3] and [4] tied the threshold selection to the average SNR of the source-relay channel. Although in symmetric networks, where the average SNRs of all the links are equal, the threshold should inevitably be a function of the average source-relay SNR, our results indicate that for arbitrary network configurations the optimal threshold is in fact independent of the the average source-relay SNR.
Another work on threshold relaying is presented in [5] . In this work the authors formulate the performance of thresholdbased relaying for an arbitrary threshold value. Then, they study the optimal threshold and power allocation numerically. However, they assume that the channel coefficients are real Gaussian random variables, which does not apply to typical wireless scenarios.
In [6] , Lin et al. study the relay selection problem in the context of coded cooperation. They derive rules to decide whether using a particular relay is advantageous over retransmission by the source. The relay is selected to serve for a long period of time, which is larger than the scale of multi-path fading.
In this paper, we formulate the optimal threshold selection problem as a simple decision problem from the relay's point of view. We assume that the transmit power levels of the source and the relay are predetermined. We show that if the relay can dynamically choose to retransmit or to remain silent based on the instantaneous SNR of the source-relay channel, the optimal strategy to minimize the average bit error rate is a threshold rule and the optimal threshold value is a function of the average SNRs of relay-destination and source-destination channels. In order to illustrate the benefits of dynamic relaying we define another protocol, called static relaying, where the relaying decisions are based solely on the average SNR values of all the links. sd can also change randomly reflecting distance dependent loss and shadowing but they are assumed to be known precisely at the relay and remain constant during the time of interest.
For simplicity, we assume a BPSK modulation for all the transmissions. However, the derivations can be extended to M-PSK modulation.
To facilitate the explanation, we assume a time-division protocol with two time slots. In the first slot the source transmits while the relay and the destination listens. In the second slot, there are two actions that can be taken by the relay node to minimize the expected end-to-end bit error rate with given observations: a 0 , which represents remaining silent and a 1 , which represents regenerating and retransmitting the signal. If the relay chooses to remain silent, the second time slot will be idle. In reality the idle slots can be skipped and the source can continue with the next data block until a change occurs in the channel states. If the relay chooses to retransmit, the destination combines the signals received in the first and the second time slots using maximal ratio combining (MRC).
III. STATIC RELAYING
In this protocol the decision of whether to use the relay or not is made based on the average channel gains, i.e. σ sd . This protocol represents the case where the relaying decisions are made at a higher layer for a time-scale much larger than the time scale of Rayleigh fading. In other words, the relay is either on or off as long as there are no major changes in the environment. Let BER s→r and BER s→d denote the bit error rates of S-R and S-D links:
is the bit error rate of a point-to-point link using BPSK modulation under Rayleigh channel with an average SNR of σ 2 . The BER p2p (σ 2 ) is given by [7] :
The BER coop denotes the probability of error at the destination after the maximal ratio combining (MRC) of the signals received from S and R, given that the relay has correct detection. This is the well-known 2-branch diversity BER performance for BPSK in Rayleigh fading [7] :
The P prop denotes the error propagation probability, which is the probability of bit error at the destination after MRC given that the relay has a bit error. We use the following approximate formula to calculate P prop for BPSK modulation:
The derivation of (4) is given in the Appendix. Throughout this paper, this approximation is used for all analytical developments.
If the relay does not transmit the e2e bit error rate is equal to the bit error rate of direct S-D transmission (BER s→d ). If the relay always retransmits, we call this protocol fixed relaying. The e2e BER of fixed relaying is given by:
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Then, the optimal policy π * is to choose relaying if relaying results in a BER lower than the direct transmission.
Hence, the minimum e2e error probability achieved by the optimal static relaying is:
IV. DYNAMIC RELAYING In dynamic relaying the relay utilizes the instantaneous SNR of the S-R channel to make relaying decisions for each data block. Let π(γ sr
sd ; a i ). The optimal policy that minimizes the average e2e bit error rate of dynamic relaying is given by
If the relay does not transmit, the e2e bit error probability for the block depends only on the direct channel:
If the relay transmits, the end-to-end BER is given by
The probability of error of BPSK modulation for a given SNR is [7] :
Then by substituting (9) and (10) in the condition for a 1 in (8), we see that the relay retransmits if
where δ is defined as
Then, we can simplify (8) into:
where
and Q −1 denotes the inverse Q function. From (13) and (14), it clear that the optimal relaying strategy is a simple threshold rule on the instantaneous SNR of the S-R channel. The optimal threshold is function of two parameters only: average SNR of R-D and S-D channels. We note that for any σ 
where BER s→r and BER s→d are as given in (1). We note that the genie-aided relaying protocol constitutes a performance upper bound for the uncoded relaying protocols described in Section II.
Since the value of the threshold is independent of γ sr , the average e2e bit error probability of dynamic relaying is given as follows:
where BER t is the bit error rate in S-R link given that γ sr > γ t . From the formulation of [3] :
By substituting (1)- (4), (12), (14) and (17) in (16), we can analytically compute the average error performance of optimal dynamic relaying.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS In Fig. 1 , we plot the expression given in (14) for the optimal threshold and the threshold values obtained through numerical minimization of (16). We observe that the derived closed form expression fully agrees with the numerical results. It is also seen that the optimal threshold value is independent of the average SNR of the S-R link. Fig. 2 shows the e2e bit error rates obtained from (16) using (21). We note that although the optimal threshold is independent of σ 2 sr , the performance achieved by this threshold is a function of σ 2 sr . 1 In the rest of the paper we drop the arguments of BERcoop and Pprop to simplify the notation. In order to understand the effect of relative channel qualities in the performance of static and dynamic relaying, we plot BER of these protocols as a function of the average SNR of S-R and R-D links. For this study, we keep the S-D link SNR constant at 10 dB. Fig. 3 shows the performance of various protocols including fixed relaying and no relaying (i.e. only S-D transmission) as a function of σ case dynamic relaying is more efficient than static relaying since it can benefit from S-R link when it is reliable and prevent error propagation when it is not reliable. In Fig. 4 , we study the effect of σ 2 rd when the S-R channel is relatively weak (0 dB) and strong (20 dB). If S-R link is poor, both static and dynamic relaying protocols keep the relay silent most of the time. Hence, the performance is independent of This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the WCNC 2007 proceedings.
R-D link and close to the performance of no relay case. An interesting observation from Fig. 4 is that the performance of fixed relaying deteriorates as R-D link improves due to the increase in P prop . In the second case, where S-R link is strong, error events are rare at the relay. However, as R-D link gets stronger, the errors that occur at the relay are dominant at the destination. Dynamic relaying can further decrease error propagation by increasing the threshold as R-D link becomes stronger, which provides a performance advantage over static relaying.
VI. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied SNR-based selective digital relaying protocols where relaying decisions are made based on the state of the wireless links among the source, relay and the destination. We showed that if the relay is allowed to adapt according to each state of the source-relay channel, the optimal strategy to minimize the average bit error rate is a threshold rule. In contrast to the tendency in the literature to tie the threshold value to the average SNR of the source-relay channel, we showed that the optimal threshold is a function of the average SNR of source-destination and relay-destination links. In order to illustrate the benefits of dynamic relaying we analyzed another protocol, called static relaying, where the relaying decisions are based only on the average SNR values of all the links.
We evaluated the bit error performance of dynamic digital relaying and compared it to the static relaying protocol and a general performance upper bound for uncoded digital relaying protocols employing MRC at the destination. We showed that dynamic relaying using the optimal threshold value can take advantage of the source-relay channel adaptively providing significant performance advantage over static relaying.
APPENDIX APPROXIMATION FOR P prop
Since we assume BPSK modulation, without loss of generality, we assume that the source sends +1 symbol, the relay sends −1 symbol and an error occurs if the destination decides that −1 is send. The received signals from the source and the relay are denoted by y 1 and y 2 , respectively.
where α sd and α rd are the fading coefficients and n 1 and n 2 are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with zero mean and N 0 /2 variance. After MRC, we can use the following decision variable
where we substituted
The effective noiseñ is also a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance equal to E[|ñ| 2 ] = 1 2 (γ sd + γ rd ). Since the destination assumes that both S and R send the same symbol, the optimal decision rule at the destination is:
The probability of error propagation given the SNRs of R-D and S-D channels is 
In Fig. 5 we plot the probability of error propagation obtained both from simulations and from (21) in order to check the accuracy of our approximation at different σ 
